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Abstract 
Ever since the evolution of networks, the~r  efficient management has been a continuous 
endeavour Network Management (NM) plays a vltd role as the network size increases 
and data transferred on the network has to meet security and Quality of Servlce (80s) 
requirements 
NM encompasses operations, administration, mamtenance (0 AM) functions to mon- 
itor, interpret and control the network and the services it offers Open Systems Inter- 
connection (OSI) of International Standards Organnation (ISO) ha identified a set of 
funct~onalities for the network management They are (I) fault management (11) perfor- 
mance management (111) configuration maaagement (iv) secur~ty management and (v) 
accounting management 
Network management has been such a crucial job that it is very hard to find a 
skilled network manager for each management center Thls demands the use of an 
automated program which assists and imitates the manager at cntlcal tmes in hs/her 
absence Artificial intelhgence (AI) techuques have been extensively used to develops 
such automated programs m the form of an expert system whch are expected to rmmc 
an expert of one particular domam 
For efficient network management, several of its functionahties have to interact lead- 
ing to the concept of mtegratd network maaagement (INM) This motivated the work 
carried out in this them 
The objectwes of the thesis include 
I, proposztzon of a model to zntegrate the network management functzonalztzes 
proposztron of novel and practacal approaches to four of the network management 
actzvztzes, namely, fault, performance, conjiguratzon and secunty b y  uszng AI ap- 
proaches 
In thls thesis, a model to integrate the network management functionalltles by using 
a varlatlon of the well known archrtecture m d~stnbuted Art~ficial Intelligence, called 
extended blackboard (EBB) is proposed EBB comprises of three parts 
1 knowledge sources (KSs) 
2 blackboard data structure 
3 scheduler 
Each of the knowledge sources IS designed to be an individual expert system to handle 
one of the activities of the network management Blackboard data structure comprises of 
a global blackboard (GBB), local blackboards (LBBs) and entities The global blackboard 
is a shared memory, comprising of several ent~ties in the form of objects, representmg 
the current network scenarlo and 1s accessible to d l  the knowledge sources The local 
blackboard IS the memory accessed by the individual knowledge source The scheduler is 
the controller of the knowledge sources as well as  the global blackboard Simple Network 
Management Protocol (SNMP) is proposed to collect the management information from 
the network elements (NEs) and place it in the respectwe management ~nformation base 
(MIB), correspondmg to that of the NE, in the global blackboard 
Novel and practical approaches contributed in this thesis to the four network man- 
agement functionahties are briefly d~scussed in the following paragraphs 
Fault management monitors the symptoms (abnormal behavior) of the network and 
diagnoses to yield the faults that are responsible for such a behavior A realastzc abduc- 
tave reasonang model is especially designed to address fault management, based on the 
abductive reasoning with added features The fault knowledge is represented in more 
general form of causal chuning, namely, hyper bipartite network To handle the cases 
with more than one explanation, a strategy is developed to order the explanations so as 
to isolate the fault in the decreasing order of plausibility 
Performance management, considered as a special case of fault management, is solved 
uslng the realistic abductive reasoning model, to identify the soft-faolures A Neural 
Network model based on reanforcement learnmg mechanism is used to make the necessary 
control to the network and bring the performance back to normalcy 
A model for configuration management is proposed to collect the network ~nformation 
using the SNMP protocol In the case of link/node falure, restoration is done by a hybnd 
approach that uses a centralized manager wth  statec mformat~on where the restoration 
is initiated after farlure A new algorithm is developed to optimally re-route the t r a c  
in the case of link falure, based on sanavlated annealrng, using recurrent newal network 
Secunty management is handled in two parts First part considers the enhancement 
of security protocols for (1) user access to the network, (11) access control to the network 
services by both, self-usage and delegation, and (in) access control to interdomam ser- 
vices In the second part, a neural network based on backpropagatzon learning algonthm 
for intrusion detection system is developed to overcome some of the hmitations in the 
ex~st ing models 
